YOUTH DISCIPLINE
Junior Team USA suspends four boys; sponsors, PBA take a pass.

COVER STORY
Svensson: The story behind the rise of PBA’s budding superstar.

YESTERYEAR
The original “Masters,” plus events of 50, 25, 10 years ago.

ALMANAC
The 2016 PWBA season: a look at the statistical leaders.

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
Darian Miller on why college bowlers deserve more respect.

JEFF McCORVEY
Pro shop icon faces a challenge greater than any business test.

SINGAPORE SLINGERS
A tiny island nation makes a big statement on the PWBA Tour.

BETTER TIMES AHEAD?
Graham’s “tough year” gets a positive boost in Fort Wayne.

PBA60 DICK WEBER
Winning an event named for a legend is a “dream come true.”

PBA50 NATIONAL
Monacelli exhibits vintage form en route to the $10,000 title.

REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Walter Ray misses out on another shot at title No. 100.

FOUNDATION FRAME
How to strike a balance between power and repetition.

NO HOLES BARRED
No Halloween trick: Five new balls provide lots of treats.

TOP COACHES
BJI once again shines spotlight on the sport’s finest teachers.

PBA SPONSORSHIP
Potawatomi and Barbasol extend and expand their deals.

NEW CENTER SPOTLIGHT
Barrels of fun (and beer) for the residents of Houston.